The Board of Osteopathic Licensure (hereafter “the Board”), Natania Piper, D.O. (hereinafter “Dr. Piper”) and the Office of the Attorney General agree to amend the Consent Agreement executed by the parties on November 13, 2008 and the First Amendment To Consent Agreement on May 20, 2010.

Condition III, Section 3(B) is replaced by the following:

III. CONDITIONS OF LICENSURE

...

3. Substance Monitoring.

...

B. Frequency of Monitoring. As part of her Agreement with the PHP, Dr. Piper agrees to submit to substance monitoring by providing random hair samples four times per year, on a quarterly basis. Dr. Piper agrees that the Director of the PHP and the monitoring physician, with or without cause, and the Case Reporter, (if there is a reasonable suspicion that Dr. Piper may be using alcohol or other prohibited substance), can request additional urine or other samples for testing related to prohibited substance use.
Condition III, Section 5(B)(2) is replaced by the following:

... 

5. **Treatment.**

...

2. **Primary Care.** Dr. Piper will meet with this primary care physician twice per year on a semi-annual basis or more frequently if recommended by her physician. Dr. Piper will ensure that, after the initial report, the physician submits semi-annual reports to the Board on the first day of June and December of each year. The reports shall include but not be limited to: the date(s) of the office visits or other contacts during the biennium; the conditions treated; medications prescribed; coordination with other professionals providing treatment; treatment plan and reasons for any changes to the plan; progress made by Dr. Piper and the details of any issues or concerns raised by these contacts or by others that may adversely impact Dr. Piper’s practice of medicine.
All other portions of the November 13, 2008 Consent Agreement and Board Order

and the May 20, 2010 First Amendment to Consent Agreement remain in effect.

I, NATANIA PIPER, D.O., HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND THE FOREGOING SECOND AMENDMENT TO CONSENT AGREEMENT. I UNDERSTAND THAT BY SIGNING I WAIVE CERTAIN RIGHTS INCLUDING THE RIGHT TO FURTHER HEARINGS OR APPEALS REGARDING THIS FIRST AMENDMENT. KNOWING THIS, I SIGN THE SECOND AMENDMENT VOLUNTARILY, WITHOUT ANY THREAT OR PROMISE. I UNDERSTAND THAT THIS AMENDMENT, TOGETHER WITH THE NOVEMBER 13, 2008 CONSENT AGREEMENT AND THE MAY 20, 2010 FIRST AMENDMENT, CONTAINS THE ENTIRE AGREEMENT AND THERE IS NO OTHER AGREEMENT OF ANY KIND, VERBAL, WRITTEN, OR OTHERWISE. I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I HAVE HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO DISCUSS THE SECOND AMENDMENT TO CONSENT AGREEMENT WITH LEGAL COUNSEL PRIOR TO SIGNING IT.

Dated: 5-14-12

STATE OF MAINE

__________________________, SS.

Before me this 21st day of ____________, 2012, personally appeared Natania Piper, D.O., who after first being duly sworn, signed the foregoing First Amendment to Consent Agreement in my presence or affirmed that the signature above is his own.

__________________________
Notary Public/Attorney at Law
My commission expires:

PENNY WICKSTROM
Notary Public, Maine
My Commission Expires April 8, 2018
BOARD ORDER

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED by vote of the Maine Board of Osteopathic Licensure that the Consent Agreement and First Amendment signed by Natania Piper is amended, subject to the terms and conditions of the Second Amendment to Consent Agreement signed by Dr. Piper on May 19, 2012, which are incorporated by reference.

STATE OF MAINE
BOARD OF OSTEOPATHIC LICENSURE

Dated: May 24, 2012

Board Chair

Approved by:

STATE OF MAINE, OFFICE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL

Dated: May 24, 2012

Carrie L. Carney
Assistant Attorney General